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Back to school and the site is looking •
great!

Wraparound Care - please complete the •
online form.
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Y5 visit to the Amphitheatre
New Staff Gallery
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Spring is in the Air…
Good afternoon and welcome back to the start of the final term of this
academic year.
The school site is bursting into life. We are very lucky here at Edmund
Waller to have such an amazing premises team. Mr Slack and Mr Hudson, work constantly to keep the site safe, secure and looking fantastic.
A special mention to Mr Hudson, who plays a crucial role in keeping the
flowerbeds and numerous garden spaces around the school in such exceptional condition. The fact that so many adults comment positively
on the appearance of the school - on a daily basis - is a testament to
his hard work. Of course, a well kept site is not just about the aesthetics.
- children (and adults) will learn to take pride in their surroundings and
contribute to its upkeep. The link between the physical environment and all
of our well-being is also well documented. We are in the process of further
developing the outside spaces to extend our outdoor learning provision.
We just wanted to share some pictures of the flowerbeds in all their glory thanks, Mr Hudson.
Breakfast/After School Club - Last Orders
You should have received
an email with a link to a
form for you to register an
expression of interest in using the wraparound care
either before or after
school. We have been inundated with requests and we are working feverishly to expand the capacity and to try and
meet the demand. The form is available via
this link - we will be closing the form at 9am
Wednesday 27th April 2022.

Same Staff, New Gallery!
At the end of last year, we asked the
children to draw portraits of staff for
our foyer. A huge thank you to the
staff - Ms Winter, Ms Scholl and that
very versatile Mr Hudson (again) - who
came in over Easter holidays to redesign and repurpose our main reception entrance. You will be able to see
the staff in all their child rendered glory
by visiting the school website next
week.

Beneath our Streets…
Lurk all kinds of fascinating signposts to what
kind of London came before. One of the
lesser known sights is the Roman Amphitheatre, which lies 6 metres beneath the Guildhall Museum of Art in London. Year 5 were
really impressed by the gallery and the exhibits during their educational visit this week.

Gallery update

coming soon

